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Press  

 Munich, June 19, 2018 

 

First metro for Bangkok’s Green Line rolls out 
the factory 
 

 First 4-car train due to arrive in Thailand in August 2018 

 Total of 22 metro trains to be delivered 

 Siemens will maintain the trains for 16 years 

 

The first metro of 22 new four-car trains for Bangkok’s Green Line extension has 

been manufactured and is ready for shipment to Thailand. Production of the train at 

the Bozankaya factory in Ankara, Turkey, began in April 2017. Today, just fourteen 

months later, Siemens, Bozankaya and Bangkok Mass Transit System Public 

Company (BTSC) are celebrating the roll-out of the first train. The metro train, 

weighing 140 tons, will begin its journey from the factory to the Turkish port of 

Borusan-Gemlik at the end of June. The entire distance from the factory to the 

train’s final destination is around 15,000 kilometers and will take about six weeks. 

Arrival at the Thai port of Laem Chabang is scheduled for August 2018, and will be 

followed by static and dynamic commissioning in Bangkok, including test runs on the 

Green Line tracks in Bangkok. The trains will operate on the existing BTS (Skytrain) 

system and its extensions, and will help boost the capacity of the lines to over one 

million passengers a day. 

 

“We have designed the train in order to maximize passenger experience and to 

guarantee maximum throughput on Bangkok’s Green Line. The innovative 

construction of the car body reduces energy consumption and increases passenger 

capacity by providing an optimized interior layout. Four doors on each side of the 

cars enable passengers to board and leave the train rapidly, reducing dwell times at 

stations and increasing system capacity. Passenger comfort is enhanced by a 

particularly effective high-performance air-conditioning system,” explains Sabrina 

Soussan, CEO of the Siemens Mobility Division. 
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Siemens and Bozankaya have developed an interior design which combines high 

passenger capacities with a spacious, inviting and friendly ambience. Continuous 

handrails meet the highest ergonomic standards, while also reflecting the train`s 

flowing exterior design. The flooring provides a visual distinction between entrance 

and seating/standing areas by means of different colors, thus improving passenger 

flow. Draught screens separating the areas feature a prominent BTS logo. Each 

seating area features seven adjacent seats. Wheelchair areas are easily identifiable 

by pictograms incorporated in the flooring. The standing areas now also feature 

perch seats. 

 

The exterior design is a bold new interpretation of the established BTS design 

language. A black, horizontal band incorporating the side windows extends along 

the full length of the train. This graphic element features a peak in each door area, 

re-interpreting the established window shape in a dynamic and contemporary 

fashion. Thanks to well-positioned blue and red livery bands below and above the 

window zone, the visual identity of BTS is perceivable from any viewing angle and 

the trademark colors also remain clearly visible when the elevated train is viewed 

from ground level.  

 

The cab area sports three-dimensionally sculpted surfaces, further enhancing the 

prominent graphics. Pointed lines give the front end a proud and determined look. 

The emergency door incorporates the BTS logo. Visually striking lighting areas are 

an integral part of the cab’s design. The concept features LED technology. Each 

lighting element is able to change the lighting color from white to red, depending on 

the train`s operating direction. 

 

In May 2016, BTSC placed an order with a consortium of Siemens and the Turkish 

public transportation vehicle manufacturer Bozankaya for the delivery of 22 four-car 

metro trains. In addition, Siemens will take over their maintenance for 16 years. The 

Siemens scope for the Green Line extension trains includes the bogies, traction and 

braking systems, auxiliary systems, as well as the project management, 

design/engineering and commissioning of the trains.  
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The purchase is part of BTSC’s initiative to add more trains for the existing Green 

Line and its extension to the East and to the North. These trains, which have a 

maximum speed of 80 km/h, accommodate 112 seats and 1,460 standing capacity 

at crush load. Beside of trains, Siemens is also delivering rail electrification system 

for this Green Line extension. 

 

The Siemens Mobility Division conceived and implemented on turnkey basis the first 

three high capacity mass transit rail systems for Bangkok that are the basis for the 

further extensions. The BTS Skytrain elevated system from Siemens with 35 four 

car trains, initially with 23 kilometers in length, was the first rapid transit system to be 

built in Thailand in 1999. The system was subsequently extended by roughly 13 

kilometers. The current two extensions are adding a further 32 kilometers, including 

13 kilometers to the south of the Sukhumvit Line with seven stations, and 19 

kilometers to the north of the Sukhumvit Line with 16 new stations, increasing the 

network's total length to around 68 kilometers.  

 

The second turnkey mass transit rail system delivered by Siemens in 2004 was the 

first metro in Thailand’s capital, the MRTA Blue Line with 20 kilometers length, 18 

stations and 19 three-car trains. The line is now being extended by further 28 

kilometers and 19 additional stations for which Siemens is delivering a turnkey 

system including 35 three-car metro trains, the signaling system, the traction power 

supply and complete equipment for the depot and workshop. In addition, Siemens 

will perform maintenance services of the transit rail system for a period of ten years.  

 

Siemens also delivered the third turnkey mass transit rail system incl. nine 

commuter trains, the Airport Rail Link which went to operation on 2010. In 

December 2017 Siemens was awarded with an additional mass transit rail system 

order to deliver its Airval fully Automated People Mover including six two-car trains 

type VAL for the Suvarnabhumi Airport in Bangkok. 

 

This press release and press photos are available at:  

www.siemens.com/press/bangkok 

 

For further information on the Mobility Division, please see 

www.siemens.com/mobility 

 

http://www.siemens.com/press/bangkok
http://www.siemens.com/mobility
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Contact for journalists 

Ellen Schramke 

Phone: +49 30 386 22370; E-mail: ellen.schramke@siemens.com 

 

Follow us on Twitter at: www.twitter.com/SiemensMobility 

 

Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence, 

innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for 170 years. The company is active around the globe, focusing on 

the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest producers of energy-efficient, 

resource-saving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of efficient power generation and power transmission 

solutions and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive and software solutions for industry. 

With its publicly listed subsidiary Siemens Healthineers AG, the company is also a leading provider of medical 

imaging equipment – such as computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging systems – and a leader in 

laboratory diagnostics as well as clinical IT. In fiscal 2017, which ended on September 30, 2017, Siemens 

generated revenue of €83.0 billion and net income of €6.2 billion. At the end of September 2017, the company had 

around 377,000 employees worldwide. Further information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.com. 
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